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Codex Trainer Path Gameworld 
 

 

Introduction 
❖ What is a codex? 

A codex is a compilation of the ‘rules of engagement’ of how the Trainer Path work. 

Contrary to the interpretation of your Box or Gremlin of what a Codex is, the ‘rules of                 

engagement’ are not rules in the modern culture sense of the terms. The ‘rules of               

engagement’ are ever-evolving set of guidelines, principles and distinctions - the best ways             

we have figured out to make the gameworld works.  

The codex is the center of the gameworld, meaning it is not the document on which                

decisions are decided. The codex is one tool used in the gameworld for clarity about how it                 

goes. If the codex was placed in the center of the gameworld, then it would block the Bright                  

Principles from flowing through the gameworld.  

The Codex is ever-evolving AND not by the whims of Gremlins and Box need for security or                 

comfort. The rules of engagement serve the bright principles of CLARITY, LOVE,            

TEAM-WORK, POSSIBILITY, EMPOWERMENT and EVOLUTION.  

The Trainer Path Gameworld is a sub-gameworld of the Possibility Management Trainer            

Torus Gameworld. Possibility Management has its on Codex. The Trainer Path has a             

different Codex.  

❖ Who are the rules of engagement for? 

The rules of engagement empowers the players of the gameworld as they bring enormous              

clarity about how the gameworld works and that we have put thought and energy in figuring                

this out instead of letting our Box comfort determine it for us. 

The rules of engagement also empowers the people outside the gameworld, the ones who              

are interested in playing in the gameworld, and the ones who can support this gameworld in                

different ways.  

❖ How does the Codex evolves? 

The Guardian of the Codex for the Trainer Path is Anne-Chloe Destremau. She has the power                

and responsibility to update the Codex with the latest decision taken by the players of the                

Gameworld. She makes sure that the Codex stays in accordance with the context.  

The evolution of the Codex works by making proposal. When you have invented or refined               

parts or new parts of the Codex, make a clear proposal to one of the gathering of the                  

Trainer Path (you might need to create that too). The group can create a node of people                 

who are interested to chew on this new section. If you have resistance to the proposal, you                 

are in the node.  
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Keep your Gremlin on a short leash and your sword of clarity at your side! 

 

The Trainer Path 
❖ What is the Trainer Path? 

A space, a bridge, and a magic school 

- The Trainer Path is a space of support, possibility and love for a team of               

transformational agents committed to creating next culture. 

- The Trainer Path is a bridge for fresh trainers and facilitators to approach the              

Possibility Management Trainer Guild. 

- The Trainer Path is a professional upgrade program for fresh trainers and facilitators             

delivering transformational work using Possibility Management tools, thoughtmaps,        

distinctions and processes to create a better world for everyone. 

 

❖ What does it take to be on the Trainer Path Team? 

You are on the team when you are on the team. The question is: can you be on the Team?                    

This is a yes or no question... 

In the radically responsible gameworld of Possibility Management, they are only one rule:             

what a woman can do and what a woman cannot do (I heard it applies to men too). The                   1

only remaining question is: can you be on the Team? If you can be on the Team, then you                   

are on the Team. If you can't be on the Team, then you are not on the Team. 

 

❖ How to get on the Team? A commitment and real results. 

You are part of the Possibility Management Trainer Team when you take responsibility for              

more and more of the following: 

- You want to be in the Trainer Team. 

- You can be in the Trainer Team. 

- You are producing real results to deepen the context of Possibility Management (not             

only suggesting, complaining or criticizing). 

- You are collaboratively supporting the Trainer Guild to deliver thoughtware upgrade           

from the context of radical responsibility through Expand The Box, Feelings           

Workshop, Rage Club and other manifestation of the Possibility Management          

gameworld. 

- You participate in Possibility Labs to keep doing your personal healing and initiation             

processes. 

1 Watch Pirates of the Caribbean I, matrix code: MV182, matrix point: 1. 
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- You are making legend making action on your own behalf in the name of the Trainer                

Team. 

- You are energetically feeding a growing database of people in your circle, using the              

SPARKS, articles, distinctions, videos, and offering a list of events. 

- You are building a team who love Possibility Management and collaborate with you             

to grow the context in their local area. 

- You are leaving post-cards, flyers, ... marketing your work as part of the Possibility              

Management Trainer Torus as well as Possibility Management books in bookstores,           

cafe, centers, schools, city halls wherever you go. 

- You are creating a Trainer Team outfit, dance, or theater piece and you are showing               

them in talks, workshops, festivals, trainings, ... 

- You regularly give talks and workshops providing thoughtware upgrades and open           

doors to allow more people to enter the Possibility Management gameworld, listing            

your event on possibilitymanagement.org and your own personal website. 

- You have a personal website mentioning your active role in the Trainer Team and              

introducing people to the services you offer. 

- You are regularly writing article, uploading them on your personal website, Medium            

and / or Academia.edu 

- You are regularly attending conferences, festivals, fairs to make talks, workshops and            

presentations and synergistic connections in the name of Possibility Management. 

- You are collecting notes, ideas, distinctions and starting to write a book to share with               

people what you are learning from the context of radical responsibility and / or the               

thoughtware, tools, processes and training of Possibility Management. 

- You are making and uploading a stream of videos, animations, computer games,            

apps to demonstrate Possibility Management for people. 

- You run or attend Possibility Team, Study Group, Rage Club, Adventure Feelings            

group, Playfight session each week. 

- You make enough money through Possibility Management single coaching, talks,          

workshops and training that you can quit your commitment to be a slave of a               

corporation and you keep your work in alignment with your destiny. Keep sitting in              

the Possibility Chair about this until it is already happening. 

 

❖ List of  Trainer Path Walker and Mentors 

Please find the current list of the Possibility Management Trainers who are on the Trainer               

Path Team, at this link  

(Google sheet: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1teiosKJtdNipzMTAmKXrXWEoVNx-q9c0CaL4zUh7

Egg/edit?usp=sharing) 

 

❖ List of mentors  
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This is the current list of the Possibility Management Trainer who are on the mentors for the                 

next-generation of Possibility Management Trainer (i.e: trainers who have declared          

themselves has mentors and are being a mentor) with their email details: 

- Anette Schuster www.nextculture-us.com  

- Anne-Chloe Destremau www.annechloedestremau.org  

- Clinton Callahan www.clintoncallahan.org  

- Cornelius Butz www.4koerpertraining.de  

- Dagmar Thürnagel  www.aufbruch-trainings.de  

- Georg Pollitt www.harbigarr.ch  

- Katharina Kaifler www.4koerpertraining.de  

- Klaus Strese www.kopfstand-coaching.de  

- Lisa Kuchenmeister www.lebeleichtigkeit.de  

- Matteo Tangi www.matteotangi.com  

- Michael Hallinger www.aufbruch-trainings.de  

- Michael Pörtner www.michaelpoertner.com  

- Michaela Kaiser www.moeglichkeitenraum.de  

- Nicola Nagel www.viva-essenza.com  

- Patrizia Servidio www.lebe-deine-berufung.de  

- Selina Fehr www.selinafehr.ch  
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The Trainer Path Program 
There is no one way to become a trainer because trainers are not a replica of one another,                  

each trainer is uniquely shaped by their life experience, the initiatory process they've gone              

through, their archetypal lineage, their bright principles, and their pearl. 

However, there exist specific spaces in which common trainer skills can be learned and              

sharpen in company of experienced trainers and colleagues. 

The spaces have recently diversify to match the different needs of the new generation. 

1. Trainer Skills Lab: Participate in Trainer Skills Labs until the Trainers tell you to go               

deliver your own Expand The Box trainings. Trainer Skills Labs are technical theory and              

skill-building 4 to 5 day trainings that empower you as a professional Trainer and help               

you upgrade human thoughtware on planet Earth. 

2. Trainer Skills Days (and other names): Get into every Trainer Skills days that you              

can. Trainer Skills Days are 2 to 3 days trainings delivered in the four corners of the                 

planet: in Australia, New Zealand, USA, Switzerland and Germany. Trainer Skills Days are             

often delivered post-Possibility Lab to surf the wave of the liquid state of the Lab and                

insert finer distinctions, skills and processes needed for trainers. 

3. Create A Mentor: Find the list of mentors here and how to use them to their full                 

capacity. 

4. Trainer Research Days: These are often 2 week long training program design to             

dive in deeply into exercises, maps, distinctions, skills needed and wanted by the             

next-generation of trainers. 

5. Trainer Practice Labs: The Trainer Path players meet in the flesh regularly during             

Trainer Practice Lab in order to go to the edge of our trainer and personal Boxes                

together.  

6. Take a Stand for What You Have Taken A Stand For: You have already taken a                

stand to be a Trainer or you would not be reading this information. You have not already                 

taken a stand for the stand you have taken. 

7. Deliver 100 Public Talks: Deliver 100 talks and 25 one-day workshops before            

considering delivering Expand The Box. During each of your talks you will learn the value               

of what you are saying, how to answer questions, and how to navigate Gremlin-filled              

spaces. 

8. Make Your Possibility Manager Trainer Website By Yourself: Now it is time to step              

forward into the world. Start by making your Website. You can find samples of Trainer               

websites at http://possibilitymanagers.org. 
9. Get Your Red Cross Basic First Aid Certification: You cannot responsibly hold and             

navigate transformational training spaces without a basic knowledge of first aid           

treatment in case of medical emergencies. 

10. Read ALL The Books: Commit in yourself to read The whole list of books at:               

goexplore. 
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11. Watch ALL The Films: Commit in yourself to watch the whole list of films at:               

goexplore. 
12. Listen to ALL the talks: Commit in yourself to listen to all the talks at: Next Culture                 

Radio. 
13. Publish One Article Per Month: Write at least one article a month and publish it               

on Academia or Medium about what you are researching at the moment. This is NOT a                

blog. 

14. Write The Book: Just put it into your cells that you will one day write the book. It                  

is not YOUR book. It is the book of your Archetypal Lineage. Providing the treasures of                

your Archetypal Lineage to the world as a way of upgrading thoughtware and evolving              

consciousness on Earth turns on Gaia and turns on your Archetypal Lineage... Can you              

imagine what your life would be like if both of these Sources were turned on about you? 

15. Publish One Video Per Week: Make a short explanatory video each week about a              

distinction, a practice, an experiment, a thoughtmap, or a process and publish it on your               

YouTube or Vimeo channel. Get used to staying present and making contact while             

speaking into a video camera. 

16. Create A Weekly Possibility Team: Source your own Possibility Team. Start with            

one or two people, you don't need more. Each week, read one SPARK and do the                

experiment together. During the week, keep doing the experiment. The following week            

check-in about the results and insights your team had during the week. Then do the next                

SPARK. There are 195 SPARKs in English. You are set for almost 4 years. 

17. Deliver Ongoing Possibility Coaching Sessions: Deliver 3-5 paid Possibility         

Coaching sessions. By delivering Possibility Coaching sessions you will be in the same             

processes you are navigating for your clients or you could not navigate them. Does this               

build your matrix? You bet it does! Plus you will earn the extra cash you need to                 

participate in your next Possibility Labs 

18. Keep Building Your Circle: Wherever you go, build you circle. A circle is the list of                

email address to which you send your monthly newsletter. Before delivering your first             

Expand The Box you will need to have over 200 people in your Circle. In reality, you                 

should have as many people in your active email data-base as you are friends with on                

Facebook. Go to the Global Ecovillage Network conferences and meet as many new             

people as you can. Go to where the edgeworkers gather. 

19. Memorize What It Takes: Memorize the contents of these 3 websites. It will help              

you at this point to memorize the contents of the following 3 websites that we have                

made especially to support you becoming a Possibility Management Trainer:          

http://trainerguild.org, http://trainerpath.org (this website),    

http://createanexpandthebox.strikingly.com 

You can do this. We want you to succeed. 
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Trainer Path and Trainer Torus Codexes 
The Trainer Path is one of the gameworld of Possibility Management. The Trainer Path              

gameworld is also strongly connected with the gameworld of the Trainer Torus, as when you               

enter the Trainer Path Team you are on the Trainer Torus Team at least with one foot.  

The Trainer Path is the bridge and doorway into the Trainer Torus.  

Questions like the following are answered in the Trainer Torus Codex, please refers to it               

when you need it.  

- What Is The Possibility Management Trainer Guild? 

- Who Belongs In Trainer Guild? 

- Who Is In Trainer Guild Trainer Circle?  

- How Does Someone Leave Trainer Guild?  

- What are Trainer-Skills Labs?  

- Who Should Attend Trainer-Skills Labs?  

- Who Should Deliver Trainer-Skills Labs?  

- What Are Trainer Research Labs?  

- Who Should Come To Trainer Research Labs?  

- How are new trainers invited to the Trainer Research Lab?  

- Who Should Start Giving Expand The Box Trainings?  

- What Is Your “Practice” Expand The Box?  

- What Is Initiation?  

- Who Should Start Delivering Possibility Labs?  

- What About Copyrights And License Fees?  

- What Are Age Policies For Trainings? 

- What Are Trainer Guild Pricing Policies? 

- How Does Someone Become A Certified Possibility Trainer?  

- When Do You Get a Trainer Profile on the PM Website? 
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